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The present invention relates to fountain pens 
and the like, and more particularly to a fountain 
pen cap arranged to provide a positive joint be 
tween cap and barrel with the resulting pressure 
between these members always being... the same; , 
not depending upon friction to maintain this joint 
and further to provide quicker application and 
removal than heretofore. , 

In general fountain.pens are provided with 
Screw caps having at the interior a sealing... cap 
portion adapted to engage the end of the fountain 
pen barrel. If the cap is not tightly screwed upon 
the barrel, the Seal is imperfect, resulting in accu 
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mulation of ink at the end of the barrel at the 
point near the pen point where the pen is to be 
held by the fingers. Such caps are usually re 
tained during the use of the pen at the other end 
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of the barrel by frictional engagement. In order . 
to provide adequate Strength to prevent, breakage 
of the barrel by this frictional engagement, it is 
customary to provide one or more metal rings 
about the cap. The most annoying disadvantage 
of a screw or friction joint is that the cap and 
barrel become disengaged while being carried, be-, 
cause they are only held together by friction. 
The pen point then comes in contact with the 
clothing causing an ink spot. If the pen is car 
ried on a cord or chain the barrel often becomes 
disengaged from the cap and is lost. 

In order to overcome some of these objections, 
it has been proposed to provide a cap for a foun 
tain pen barrel which is retained in position by 
latching or locking means. In the past such at 
tempted constructions have not found commercial 
favor because of various disadvantages either in 
use or in the cost of manufacture. In accordance 
With the present invention the above mentioned 
and other disadvantages are overcome by provid 
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ing a fountain pen cap which is latched or locked 
into position at either end of the pen so that a 40 
positive disengaging action must be used to re 
lease the cap from its position at the end of the 
pen barrel. 

It, therefore, is an object of the present inven 
tion to provide an improved fountain pen struc 
ture having a cap that can be disengaged from 
the barrel only by positive manual action. 

It is another object of the present invention to 
provide an improved fountain pen structure 
whereby the cap may be engaged with or dis 
engaged from the pen barrel more rapidly than 
in prior constructions. 

Still another object of the present invention is 
to provide in conjunction. With this cap an im 
proved pocket clip arrangement for retaining the 
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pen, in position on the clothing to which it is 
attached. - "," . 

Still another object of the present invention is 
to provide an improved fountain pen structure 
having a positive locking action between the bar 
reland cap so that the pen may be carried by a 
chain or cord attached to the top of the cap or 
may be carried in a purse or bag without fear of 
disengagement of the cap from the barrel. 

Still another object of the present invention is 
to provide an improved fountain pen cap struc 
ture which will have a predetermined degree of 
sealing action upon application of the cap to the 
pen for closing. ??..... 
Other and further objects of the present inven 

tion Subsequently will become apparent by refer 
ence to the following description taken in connec 
tion with the accompanying drawing wherein, 

Figure 1 shows, principally in cross section, a 
fountain pen barrel and cap constructed in ac 
cordance With the present invention; 

... Figure 2 is a cross-sectional view in the direc 
tion of the arrows along the line 2-2 of Figure 1; 
Figure 3 is a cross sectional view in the direc 

tion of the arrows along the line 3-3 of Figure 1; 
Figure 4 is an exploded positive view of the ele 

ments comprising the cap embodied in the present 
invention; ... " 

Figure 5 is a cross sectional view of the upper 
portion of the invention as seen in Figure 1 illus 
trating the initial unlocking action; , 

Figure 6 is a view similar to Figure 5 illustrat 
ing a Subsequent action which permits removal 
of the cap from the fountain pen barrel; 

Figure 7 is a view illustrating the gripping 
action of the pocket clip construction in conjunc 
tion. With the locking clip; , , 

Figures 8 and 9 show certain modifications of 
a portion of the fountain pen barrel; . 

Figure 10 shows a modified form of cap adapted . . 
for use with a fountain pen and barrel such as 
shown in Figure 1; 

Figure 11 is a cross sectional view as seen in 
the direction of the arrows along the line 
of Figure 10; 

... Figures 12, 13, 14, and 15 each show different 
fountain pen cap structures embodying the pres 
ent invention; and : . . . . ." 

Figure i6 is a cross sectional view as seen in 
the direction of the arrows along the line 6-6 
In Figure 1 of the drawing there is shown a 

fountain pen barrel 20 of a structure of any de 
sired type suitable for fountain pens. Since the 
particular type of barrel structure in general 
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forms no part of the present invention, only such 
portions as are pertinent to the present inven 
tion have been shown in croSS section. At the 
upper end of the barrel 2 a threaded portion 22 
is provided for receiving a threaded end of a pen 
and feed carrying member 24. A suitable pen 

, point 23 and pen feed member 28 of any desired 
type of construction is mounted in the pen Sup 
porting or holder portion 24. The portion 24 has 
a tapered surface 30 which is adapted to be en 
gaged by the inner sealing cap portion of the 
outer cap as subsequently will become apparent. 
The member 24 is provided with an annular uni 
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portion 36 from the fountain pen barrel 20, the 
fountain pen barrel is moved upwardly in the 
tubular section 33 so as to partially compress the 
spring 66 thus moving the top end 58 of the inner 
Seal cap further up into the cavity A8. This 
action moves the lip of the undercut recess 32 
up sufficiently so as to be disengaged from the 
reversely formed end portion 46 of the latching 
and retaining spring member 42. In order to 
move the end portion 46 of the latching spring 
member 42 outwardly away from the recess 32 
of the fountain pen barrel 22 pressure is applied 
to the pocket clip 40 in the direction of the arrow 

dercut portion 32 so as to form with the end of 
the barrel 28 an annular undercut recess adapted 
to be engaged by latching or locking members 
supported by the fountain pen cap. . . . . ; 
A fountain pen cap having a tubular portion 

34 and an upper end portion 36 is arranged to 
extend over the end of the fountain pen barrel 
for a distance beyond the annular recess 32. The 
end portion 36 is secured to the tubular portion 
34 by a suitable threaded arrangement 38, and 
interposed between the inner end of the tubular 
portion: 34 and the end member 36 are a pocket 
clip. 4 and a resilient. Spring latching member 
42. In the proximity of the annular undercut 
recess. 32 the cap portion 34 is provided with an 
aperture 44 so that the inversely curved end or 
hook portion 46 of the spring latching and lock 
ing member 42 may extend inwardly into the in 
terior of the cap and into engagement with the 
undercut portion of the annular recess 32 in the 
barrel 2). The end member 36 of the fountain 
pen cap is provided with a cavity 48 partially 
closed by a plug 59 threadedly mounted therein. 
The plug 5 is provided with a circular opening 
52 and an inner connecting recess 54 best shown 
in Figures 2 and 4. The recess 54 is provided so 
that the solid cylindrical portion 56 of an inner 
cap sealing member may be inserted in position. 
The sealing member adjacent the top of the 
cylindrical portion 56 is provided with a cap por 
tion 58 and at the other end the cylindrical por 
tion is provided with an enlarged diameter por 
tiona 60" connected to a still larger diameter por 
tion 62. The portions. 69 and 62 are provided 
with a coaxial cavity 68 to accommodate the pen 
point and pen feed." A suitable Spring 66 is inter 
posed between the plug member 50 and the shoul 
der formed between the two portions 60 and 62 
of the inner cap. The bottom edge of the inner 
cap portion 62 preferably is bevelled slightly as at 
68 so as to engage the tapered portion 30 of the 
pen supporting member 25 of the fountain pen 
barrel to provide a line contact seal and to pro 
vide a more gentle entrance of the pen point into 
the cavity 64 therefore diminishing chance of in 
jury to the pen point while engaging the cap 
and barrel. 
From the upper portion of Figure 1 it will be 

seen that the latching member 46 is in engage 
ment with the annular groove 32 so as to retain 
in position the cap of the pen relative to the 
barrel. In order to support the cap at the other 
end of the barrel during normal use of the foun 
tain pen, the barrel 20 may be provided with an 
end member supported by a threaded portion 
12 with respect to the end of the barrel 20 so that 
an annular recess it having an undercut portion 
is provided for the same purpose as the annular 
recess 32 at the other end of the fountain pen 
barrel. In order to disengage the fountain pen cap 
comprising the tubular member 34, and the end 
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shown in Figure 6 so as to bring about an outward 
movement of the end 46 of the Spring latching 
member 42. It will be noted that in Figure 1 the 
spring member 42 is provided with bent portions 
76 and 78 providing an intermediate offset por 

...tion in the proximity of the ball end 88 of the: 
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fountain pen pocket clip 40. Pressure applied 
upon the pocket clip 40 causes the bail end to 
move toward the cap 34 so as to bring about a 
flexure of the intermediate portion of the Spring 
member 32 with the portion 76 providing a full 
crum bearing against the cap. This action forces 
the hook: end 46 to shift about the fulcrum out 
Wardly from engagement with the recess 32 of 
the fountain pen barrel 22 so that the pen may 
be withdrawn from its cap. After Withdra Wall 
from the cap, the other end of the fountain pen 
may be inserted in the cap so that the latching 
member 46 will engage the recessed undercut 
groove 4 at the other end of the pen thus pro 
viding a fountain pen assembly having the proper 
balance and feel for writing, and the cap is posi 
tively attached to the barrel while the pen is 
being used. 
Since the pocket clip 40 is placed in alignment 

with the spring latching member 42 so that dur 
ing : disengagement of the cap with the end of 
the barrel the pocket clip 40 operates to flex the 
atching member 42, further cooperation is ob 
tailed between the pocket clip and the Spring 
member 42 to provide improved clamping or grip 
ping action of the pocket clip 30 with the fabric 
82 of a pocket so as to prevent accidental dis 
placement of the fountain pen. This structure 
and operation are illustrated by Figure 7 which 
shows the upper end of the fabric 82 engaged 
by a wedge shaped area between the pocket clip 
40 and the spring locking member 42. 
While the undercut annular recessed grooves 

32 and 74 of the pen structure shown in Figure i 
have been made by integrally forming the lip 
from the adjoining material, other manners of 
construction may be employed. In Figure 8 the 
upper portion 24 adjoining the fountain pen 
barrel 22 is provided with a recess. 33. A metal 
ring 84 is supported from an undercut portion 
of the member 24 so as to form the lip which is 
to be engaged by the reversely bent end portion 
46 of the locking spring 42. Still another form 
of construction is illustrated in Figure 9 wherein 
an annular groove 3 is formed, and two rings 
86 and 88 are provided to form an undercut recess 
35. The rings 86 and 88, particularly for the 
Smaller size pen barrels, have the advantage of 
providing greater strength and resistance to the 
wearing action of the hook portion 46 of the 
spring locking member 42 than is the case where 
the recess is formed by shaping the material from 
which the body of the pen is made. 

Figures 10 and 11 show a fountain pen cap of 
a modified form wherein the main body portion 
90 is formed with a large annular cavity 92 and 

  



a smaller cavity 94. The larger cavity 92 accom 
modates the outer diameter of the pen barrel, 
and the smaller cavity 94 accommodates the pen 
point and pen feed portions of the fountain pen. 
It will be noted that these two coaxial cavities 
are interconnected by a bevelled portion 96 SO 
as to provide the line point contact seal and a 
more gentle entrance of the pen point into the 
Small cavity heretofore described in connection 
with the embodiment in Figure 1... The upper 
end of the cap body 90 is provided with a cavity 
98 having a threaded portion 9 for receiving 
a plug 02 having a central aperture therein. 
"The · centraliº aperture accommodates a plug mem-... 
ber 64 having a cap portion 06 arranged ad 
jacent the bottom of the Supporting plug. 2. 
The inner plug 84 extends above the top of the 
outer plug G2. The cap, portion 06 of the plug 
C4 is adapted to engage a locking spring member 
08 having a reversely turned or hooked portion 

i O for engagement with the grooves. 32 and 74 of 
the fountain pen barrel shown in Figure 1. The 
spring locking member 88 is suitably apertured 
so that it may be fastened in position by a cap 
screw 2 as is apparent from Figures 10 and 11. 
A pocket clip A is supported between the upper 
end of the barrel body 90 and the plug 02. 
mediately adjacent the ball terminal 80 of the 
pocket clip 49, the spring locking member 08 is 
provided with bent portions 4 and 6 provid 
ing the offset portion and fulcrum and So ar 
ranged that when pressure is applied on the ball 
80 together with the pressure exerted upon the 
plug O4, a downward and outward movement of 
the hook end. Will be obtained. 

Figure 12 shows another form of pen cap hav 
ing a tubular barrel portion 8 provided with a 
plug 20 for securing in position the pocket clip 
8) and the locking spring 42. A movable sealing 
ring 22 is connected to a Sylphon bellows struc 
ture 24 which is attached to the bottom of the 
plug 20. The bellows structure 24, therefore 
constitutes a resilient member urging the inner 
sealing cap 22 against the end of the pen barrel. 
The inner portion of the bellows 24 also serves 
to receive the end of the fountain pen in a man 
ner similar to the cavity 64 shown in Figure 1. 
In order to release, the cap shown in Figure 12 
the same manual manipulations must be em 
ployed as described in the embodiment shown in 
Figure 1. . . . " 

Figure 13 shows another embodiment in which 
the parts have been given reference characters 
corresponding to similar parts shown in Figure 
12. The cylindrical barrel portion. 8 is provided 
with an end plug 2 having a depending portion 
26 to which is secured a tube 28 of resilient 

The other end of the 
resilient or rubber, tube 28 is connected to a. 
material such as rubber. 

tubular sealing member 39. The space within 
the resilient cylindrical member 28 accommo 
dates the pen point and pen feed. The resilient 
member 28 urges the member 30 against the 
end of the pen barrel to provide the proper seal 
ing action. To engage, and disengage the cap 
shown in Figure 13 to or from the fountain pen. 
barrel requires the same manual manipulations 
heretofore described in connection with Figure 1. 
In Figure 14 there is shown a fountain pen cap. 

having a cylindrical tubular portion 32 provided 
Mounted within , with an end cap portion, 34. 

the tubular portion 32 is a sealing cap member 
t38 resiliently biased outwardly by a spring 38. 
The upper portion of the inner sealing cap 36 is 
of lesser diameter than the lower portion and is 
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arranged to move within a recess (40 in the upper 
cap member 34. The upper cap member 34 is 
provided. With two coaxial bores 42 and , 44. 
A movable member comprising a cylindrical body 
45 fitting within the bore 42 has a head portion 
48 which fits within the recess 44 of the cap 

portion 134. The head portion 48 of the cylin 
drical body f6 is of lesser height than the depth 
of the recess f44 so that the position of the cap 
48 will be indicative of the position of the recess 
32 of the fountain pen barrel within the fountain 
pen Cap. In order to disengage the fountain pen 
barrel and its recess 32 from the Spring locking 
hook 45 the fountain pen barrel is mowed up 
Wardly against the action of the resilient spring 
38 so that the cap member 48 is above the 
upper end of the member 34 thereby indicating 
that the undercut portion of the annular groove 
32 has been disengaged from the upper end of 
the hook 46 of the locking spring 42. Thereafter 
pressure may be applied to the pocket clip 40 in 
the manner previously, described in connection 
with the operation of the embodiment in Figure 
1 to cause the hook portion 46 to be moved out 
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wardly, from complete engagement with the 
groove 32 in the member 24 at the end of the 
fountain pen barrel 20. 
The structure shown in Figure. 14 Operates to 

prevent a displacement of the cap relative to the 
barrel sufficient to move the locking spring and 
the end of the hook. & 6 thereof to a position 
where the locking spring could be removed from 
the annular groove 32 on the barrel 26. Thus if 
the pen is being carried in the pocket and due 
to a bending or crouching action on the part of 
the wearer, pressure is applied to the top of the 
barrel to produce partial axial displacement, 
further movement of the barrel will be prevented 
when the top 48 of the plug or cylindrical body. 
4S is engaged by the wearer's body. Thus when 

the top 48 is flush with the cavity 44 in the 
cap of the pen, further axial movement of the 
cap relative to the pen barrel is prevented and 
even if at any time pressure is also applied to the 
pen clip 40, no unlatching or unlocking action 
can be brought about. Thus, there is absolute 
security of a locking action between the cap and 
the fountain pen barrel under these conditions. 
A still further fountain pen cap, structure is 

shown in Figures 15 and 16 wherein the cap has 
a cylindrical tubular portion 50 closed at the top 
by a plug portion 52. Within the tubular por 
tion, 50 is a slidable sealing cap member 54 re 

55. 
siliently biased outwardly by a spring 56. The 
lower end of the plug portion 52 is provided with 
a threaded portion 58 which engages the in 
ternally threaded upper end of the tubular men. 
ber 50. Suitable apertures 60 are provided at 
opposite sides of the threaded portion 58 for re 

60 ceiving a resilient spring member 62 best seen 
in Figure 16. The upper end of the sealing cap 
f54 has a reduced diameter portion 54 provided 
with a head portion 66. The ends of the spring 

65 62 are arranged to extend beneath the head 66 
so as to limit the outward action of the resilient 
spring 56 against the lower shoulder of the seal 
ing cap 54. This manner of construction facili 

70. 

tates rapid and economical assembly of a cap of 
this type. The operations required to disengage 
the latching hook 46 from the undercut annular 
groove in the fountain pen barrel are similar 
with Figure 1. ' 

5. 

to the action heretofore described in connection 
While for the purpose of illustrating and de 

scribing the present invention, certain preferred 
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embodiments have been shown, in the drawings, 
it is to be understood that certain modifications. 
and variations may be made. In the drawing 
the pocket clip. 49, and the resilient retaining 
Spring A2 have been shown as being made of two 
pieces of metal, and obviously a unitary metal 
construction may be employed. Alternatively the 
members 46 and 42 may.be provided with inter 
locking members so as to preclude relative rota 
tion if the securing cap 36 should become slightly 
loosened. Other variations in the arrangements 
of the parts and their configurations are intended 
as may be commensurate with the spirit and 
Scope of the invention. defined in the appended 
claims. 
This invention is hereby claimed as follows: 
1. The combination comprising a fountain pen. 

barrel ha, Wing - an Undercut annular groove, an 
external cap adapted to be fitted over the end 
of said pen and to extend beyond said groove, 
said cap being provided with an aperture in the 
proximity of said groove when said cap is fitted 
over said barrel, a sealing capsiidably mounted 
within said external cap for engagement with 
the end of said pen barrel, resilient means 
mounted within said cap for urging said sealing 
cap against the end of said barrel, a connecting 
member to unite said external cap and said Seal 
ing member comprising a shaft and headed por 
tion, said shaft operably connected to said seal 
ing cap with said headed portion positioned ex 
ternally of said cap, and an elongated Spring 
catch carried by said external cap and having an 
end portion adapted to extend through said aper 
ture for engagennent with said groove. 

2. The combination conprising a fountain pen 
barrel having an undercut annular groove, an 
external cap adapted to be fitted over the end of 
said pen and to extend beyond said groove, said 
cap being provided With an aperture in the 
proximity of said groove When said cap is fitted 
over said barrel, a sealing cap slidably mounted 
within said external cap for engagement with the 
end of said pen barrel, resilient means mounted 
within said cap for urging said sealing cap 
against the end of said barrel, an axial recess at 
the end of Said external cap, said recess being 
provided With an axial aperture, a cylindrical 
member positioned in said recess through said 
aperture and Secured to the end of Said Sealing 
cap, said cylindrical member having an enlarged 
portion positioned within said recess of said ex 
ternal cap to limit axial displacement of said 
external cap relative to said barrel by the appli 
cation of force on the end of said external cap, 
and an elongated Spring catch carried by said 
external cap having an end portion adapted to 
extend through said first mentioned aperture for 
engaging With the groove of said pen barrel. 

3. A closure for a cylindrical member compris 
ing a tubular neimber closed at one end, and 
adapted to fit over said cylindrical member, said 
cylindrical member having recessed locking 
means and said closure having an aperture in 
the proximity of said locking means when the 
said closure is fitted over said cylindrical men 
ber, an elongated spring member with "one end 
thereof mounted adjacent the closed end of said 
closure and With the free end thereof reversely 
turned inwardly and positioned to extend 
through said aperture and into engagement with 
Said locking ineans and having at least a portion 
intermediate the ends thereof bent outwardly - 
and normally spaced from the adjacent surface 
of said closure whereby to maintain said reversely 
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turned end in engagement with said groove, and: 
said outwardly bent portion being shiftable in 
Wardly toward the surface of said closure. With , 
an adjacent part of said spring member in en 
gagement therewith to provide a fulcrum for "ef, 
fecting movement of Said reversely: turned end. 
out of engagement. With said:locking, means, as . 
the effective length of said spring member is in 
creased. 
4. A cap for a fountain pen barrel comprising 

a tubular member closed at one end and adapted 
to fit over said barrel, Said fountain pen barrel 
having an undercut locking shoulder, said cap 
having an aperture in the proximity of said shoul 
der when the cap is fitted over said barrel, an 
elongated Spring latching member, mounted at 
the closed end of said cap and having a reversely: 
turned end portion positioned to extend through: 
the aperture in said cap for interlocking engage 
ment with said shoulder and including an inter 
mediate offset portion normally spaced outward 
ly from the adjacent surface of said cap whereby 
to maintain the saidºreversely turned, endº por 
tion in engagement with said shoulder, said off 
Set portion being shiftable inwardly with the: 
lower end thereof in contact with said cap to pro 
vide a fulcrum whereby: said reversely turned end; 
portion will shift outwardly about said fulcrum 
and out of interlocking engagement with said : 
shoulder as the effective length of said latching: 
member is increased; 

5. A cap for a fountain pen barrel comprising: 
a tubular member closed at one end and adapted 
to fit over, said barrel, said fountain pen barrel 
having an undercut groove, said, cap having an 
aperture...in, the proximity of said groove when 
the Cap is fitted over said barrel, an elongated: 
Spring latching member mounted at the closed. 
end of Said cap and having a reversely turned 
end portion positioned to extend through the ap 
erture in Said cap for engagement with said: 
groove, said Spring latching member having an: 
intermediate portion thereof in contact with said, 
Cap to provide a fulcrum and including an offset 
portion immediately above said fulcrum and nor 
mally Spaced outWardly: from the adjacent sur 
face of Said cap whereby to maintain the reverse 
ly turned end portion in engagement with said 
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groove, and means engageable with said offset 
portion to shift the same inwardly toward the 
adjacent surface of said cap whereby to increase. 
the effective length of said spring latching mem 
ber and to cause outward movement of said re 
versely turned end portion about said fulcrum" 
and out of engagement with said groove. 

6. A cap for a fountain pen barrel comprising 
a closed tubular member adapted to fit; there 
Over, Said fountain.pen barrel having an under- . 
cut annular groove, said cap having an aperture - 
adapted to register with said groove when said 
cap is fitted over said barrel, an elongated spring 
latching member, mounted on said cap and hav 
ing a "reversely turned end portion positioned so 
as to extend through said aperture for engage 
ment with Said groove, said latching member be 
ing normally. Spaced outwardly from said cap and 
including an inwardly bent portion intermediate 
the ends thereof providing a fulcrum when in en 
gagement with: Said cap, an internal slidable 
Sealing cap adapted to seat against the end of 
said barrel, coiled Spring means resiliently bias 
ing Said internal sealing cap toward said barrel, 
means for causing:Said spring; latching member 
to be moved axially relative to" said:barrel to dise 
engage said end portion from the undercut por. 
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tion of said groove, and means cooperating: with 
Said latching member above Said fulcrum and op 
erable upon inward movement to shift said, end 
portion outwardly about said fulcrum toward the 
exterior of Said cap. 

7. The combination comprising a fountain pen 
barrel having an annular locking member, an ex 
ternal cap adapted to be fitted over the end of 
said pen barrel and said locking member, a seal 
ing cap slidably mounted within said: external 
cap for engagement with the end of said: pen 
barrel, resilient means mounted within said ex 
ternal cap for urging said internal, cap against 
the end of said barrel, an elongated spring catch 
carried by said external cap and having an end 
portion adapted to engage said locking member, 
Said spring catch having an outwardly offset por-. 
tion intermediate the ends thereof with a part 
thereof immediately below said offset portion 
providing a fulcrum when in engagement: with 

ternal cap with the end thereof a diacent said 
offset portion and Operable thereagainst to flex, 
said offset portion inwardly whereby to displace 
the end portion thereof longitudinally, of said 
barrel and transversely about said fulcrum upon 
relative axial movement of said spring catch rela 
tive to the barrel..., 

8. The combination comprising a fountain pen 
barrel having an undercut, annular groove, a cap 
adapted to be fitted over the end of said pen and 
to extend beyond said groove, said cap having 
an aperture adapted to be placed in register; with 
said groove, a sealing member slidably mounted 
within said cap for engagement with the end of 8 
said pen barrel, a resilient tubular member sup 
porting said sealing member within said cap 
and biasing said member toward the end of said 
pen barrel, an elongated spring latching member 
mounted on said cap and having a reversely 
turned end portion positioned so as to extend 
through said aperture for engagement with said 
groove, said latching member having an out 
Wardly offset portion intermediate the ends 
thereof with a part thereof immediately below 
Said offset portion providing a fulcrum when in 
engagement with said cap, and a pocket clip 
mounted in alignment with said elongated spring 
latching member with a portion thereof adapted 
to engage said offset portion for shifting the same 
inWardly to cause the end of said spring latching 
member to shift outwardly about said fulcrum 
and to be disengaged from said groove. 

9. A cap for a fountain pen barrel comprising 
a tubular member closed at one end and adapted 
to fit over said barrel, said fountain pen barrel 
having an annular groove with an overhanging 
lip, Said cap having an aperture in the proximity 
of said groove when said cap is fitted over said 
barrel, an elongated spring latching member on 
said cap and having a reversely turned endº por 
tion positioned so as to extend through said aper 
ture for engagement with the overhanging lip of 
Said annular groove, the lower portion of said 
Spring latching member normally lying adjacent 
the Outer Surface of said cap to provide a fulcrum 
and with a portion thereabove bent outwardly, a 
pocket clip mounted on said cap in alignment 
With Said Spring latching member and with the 
end thereof adjacent said outwardly bent portion, 
and ineans mounted adjacent the top of said cap 
for Inoving Said elongated spring latching member 
downwardly to a position whereby action of said 
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said cap, and a pocket clip mounted on said ex- ??????’ ..., ........ 

spring latching member to be moved about said 
fulcrum, and outwardly from said aperture. 
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with said offset portion in response to radial, p. 
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Will cause the end of said spring member to move 
about said fulcrum outwardly from said cap." . . . 
I. : 10. A cap for a fountain pen barrel comprising 
a closed tube member adapted to fit over saidbar 
rel, said fountain pen barrel having an undercut 
annular groove, said cap having an aperture in . 
the proximity of said groove, when said cap is . 
fitted over said barrel, an elongated spring latch 
ing member mounted on said cap, and having a 
reversely turned endportion positioned so as to 
extend through the aperture in said cap for en. 
gagement with the undercut portion of said an-. 
nular groove, said spring latching member having 
a fulcrum portion lying adjacent said barrel adja 
cent the reversely turned end and an outwardly 
offset portion thereabove, and, a pocket clip 
mounted in alignment with and overlying, said 
spring latching member for selective cooperation 
sure applied to said clip to flex said offset por 
tion inwardly whereby to cause the end of said: 

11. A cap for a fountain pen barrel comprising 
a closed tubular member adapted to fit thereover, 
said fountain pen, barrel having an undercutan 
nular groove, said cap having an aperture adapted 
to register with said groove, when said cap is 
fitted over, said barrel, an elongated spring latch 
ing member mounted on said cap and having a re 
versely turned end portion positioned so as to ex 
tend through said aperture for engagement with 
said groove, an internal slidable sealing cap 
adapted to seat against the end of said barrel, 
coiled spring means resiliently biasing said inter 
nal sealing cap toward said barrel, said latching 
member having an outwardly bent portion above 
the end portion thereof and normally spaced out 
wardly from said cap, for causing said Spring 
latching member to be flexed automatically to 
engage said end portion in said groove, and means 
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operable against the outwardly spaced portion 
of said latching member for causing said latching 
member to fulcrum against said cap and to be 
flexed inwardly whereby to disengage said end 
portion from said undercut annular groove and 
to move said end about the fulcrum toward the 
exterior of said cap. - 

12. The combination comprising a fountain pen 
barrel having an undercut annular groove, a cap 
adapted to be fitted over the end of said barrel 
and to extend beyond said groove, said cap having 
an aperture adapted to be placed in register with 
said groove, an elongated spring latching member 
mounted on said cap and having a reversely 
turned end portion positioned so as to extend 
through said aperture for engagement With the 
groove of said barrel, a sealing member slidably 
mounted within said cap for engagement with the 
end of said barrel a resilient bellows member be 
tween said cap and said sealing member to bias 

I said sealing member against the end of said pen 
barrel, said spring latching member having a full 
crum portion lying adjacent said barrel adjacent 
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the reversely turned end and an outwardly offset 
portion thereabove, and a pocket clip mounted in 
alignment with and overlying said spring latch 
ing member for selective cooperation. With Said 
Offset portion in response to radial pressure ap 
plied to said clip to flex said offset portion in 
wardly whereby to cause the end of said spring 
latching member to be moved about said fulcrum 
and outwardly from said aperture. , 

13. The combination comprising a fountain pen 
pccket clip against Said outwardly bent portion 75 barrel having an annular recess with an over 

  



1. 
thanging lip, an external cap adapted to be fitted 
over the end of said barrel and to extend beyond 
said recess, said cap having an aperture therein 

i he proximity of said recess, a Sealing men 

engagement with the end of said pen barrel, re 
silient means mounted within said cap for urging 
saidsealing member: against the end of said bar 
rel; an elongated spring latching member mount 
{ed on said cap and having a reversely turned end 
pörtion arranged to extend through said cap aper 
ture for engagement with the lip of Said annular 
recess, said spring. latching member having adja 
cent its lower portion a fulcrum engageable with 
the surface of said cap and having adjacent its 
upper portion an outward offset portion spaced 
away from the surface of said cap, and a pocket 
clip mounted on said cap to overlie the Offset por 
tion of said. Spring latching member cooperating 
therewith to engage the fabric adjacent the pock 
set of a garment by a Wedging action, said pocket 
: clip being adapted when pressed inwardly against 
said spring atching member to cause in Ward 
flexing thereof and outward movement of the end 
portion-about said fulcrum to displace the re 
versely turned end portion from said recess. 
is 14. A cap for a fountain pen barrel comprising 

sa, closed tubular member adapted to fit over said 
barrel, said fountain pen barrel having an under 
cut annular groove, said cap having an aperture 
in the proximity of said groove when said cap is 
fitted over said barrel, an elongated spring latch 
ring member mounted on said cap and having a 
'reversely turned end portion positioned so as to 

Iber slidably. mounted within said external cap for : 
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:extend through the aperture of said cap for en 
tgagement with the undercut portion of said an 
nular:groove, said latching member having an 
intermediate portion adapted to engage said cap 
and provide a fulcrum thereagainst and an out 
iwardly bent portion: above said fulcrum spaced 
cultWardly from Said cap, anda, pocket clip mount 
edition said capin alignment with said elongated 
spring latching member with the free end there 
of adjacent said outwardly bent portion and 
adapted upon inward movement thereof to cause 
said outwardly bent portion to be flexed inwardly 
and to move: the reversely turned end portion 
of the latching member outwardly about said full 
"crum as said end portion and said pen barrel are 
moved axially relative to each other. 

* CART J.: CARIDIN. 
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